Good afternoon parents

Many questions are coming up about the re-entry to schools, and your decision for your child to return to the buildings. As scheduling is currently underway, many of the details will unfold in the coming weeks. Some of your questions may also be answered after the specific building meetings. In advance, here is some general information for you:

- Students who were signed for an Initial Evaluation by the Child Study Team are currently underway this summer.

- Students who were scheduled for a Reevaluation by the Child Study Team will occur when schools reopen in the fall.

- Students (who have an IEP) will follow the schedule for their specific building. IEP driven classes will be aligned with your child's building schedule. All efforts will be made to deliver these services in person.
  - Resource classrooms will align with the A / B model at the student's designated building.
  - Self-contained classrooms will align with the A / B model at the student's designated building - parents will also have the option of their students attending both A and B sessions for their building.

- Related therapy sessions may occur live, virtual, or some combination - dependent on the schedule for the building.

- Parents who select an all virtual option will receive equivalent services, as listed in their child's IEP.

Once scheduling has been completed at the building level, the Child Study Team will begin to align their schedules for Related Services. Additional details/answers will be available from your child's case manager.

Be well.
Jack